
Hello − and thanks for taking a look at my work!

My name is Rich Kurz and I am an experienced graphics design professional. 
My philosophy has grown simpler through the years. Good design is not about me, 
but about us. I want to do good work that serves the needs of my client and 
that I am proud to put in my portfolio. This pdf shows some of my capabilities.

Note that these concepts and original drawings are owned by myself.
The images in this document are my own and are under copyright to Rich Kurz.

Our professors all maintained their freelance design practices outside of their teaching 
duties. It gave them the design outlet every designer needs for his creative juices, 
and it gave us students confidence that they knew what the real design world was 
like. It also gave them contacts with not-for-profit groups who could always use 
any good help they could get. We students got volunteered, which we were 
happy to do for a juicy project. So once a year we did one of those projects.

Star I was a light assembly shop for the physically and mentally handicapped. 
They did real work on real jobs for real pay. The jobs came in a contract basis. 
Keeping them continually employed was a big challenge. Our mission was to 
come up with salable ideas they could produce during the downtimes between 
contracts. The work had to be relatively simple and preferably use the equipment 
Star I had in-house.

My proposal was a chess set that, when not in use, could be mounted on the wall 
as a decorative piece. The board and the chess pieces would be cast plaster, the 
pieces made in rubber molds to ease removal. The pieces would be stored in a 
walnut-finished box. The board had a decorative design on the front and the squares 
on the back. Painting and finishing would be straight-forward, one-step operations.

Deliverables: Set of seven blueprints, 19" × 24", with color chips

I am available to discuss your design, illustration, marketing, and advertising needs. 
Let's talk!

Rich Kurz

4801 14th St. SW / Loveland CO 80537 970-308-2891e-mail: rkweb@richkurz.com
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